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on 20 June 1980, during its debate on thc rer)ort by Mr Bur:hou
(Doc 
- l-234/80 ) orr tlte proJ>osa1s f rorl Llrc Commi ss j on to t lre Counc il I or
II
IIT
a regulaLion or) the r:onr:Irrsion of the Agrecmc.nt on Eishericsbetween l-he Government of spain and the European EconomicCommunlty;
a regulation laying down for 1980 certain measures for the
conservation and management of fishery resources applicabreto vessels flying the flag of Spain;
a regulation laying down certaln measures for the conservation
and management during 1980 of comrnon fishery resources off the
west Greenland coast applicabre to vessers flying the flag of
canada or under charter to companies registerea in canada,
on
of
Parliament adopted an amendment (PE 65.765) instructing its Committee
on Agriculture to investigate whether control of fishing activities could not
be achieved by coordinating the Member States' inspection and surveillance
activities and if so, to what extent.
At the request of jts Working Party on Pisheries, tlre committee <lecidt:cl
7 July 1980 to draw tt1, a report on the subject and requesLed r5e prcsi4enL
the European Parliament by letter of 11 JuIy 1980 for authorrzation tr> do so.
on 18 september l98O the President of the European parliament authorized
the CommitLee or) Agriculture to draw up an own-initiative report on the
coordination of maritime inspection and surveilrance operations.
At its meeting of L2/L3 January 1981, the committee on Agricurture
appointed Mr Josselj-n rapporteur. However, as the Latter resigned from the
European Parliament on 14 September 1981, the committee appointed Mrs p6ry
rapporteur in his place at its meeting of 20 and 21 ocrober 19g1.
The Committee
the draft report at
and 30 and 31 March
The Committee
the draft report at
on Agriculturets Working party on Fisheries considered
its meeting of 19 and 20 May 1981, 3 and 4 February I9g2
t982.
on Agriculture itself considered and unanimously adopted
its meeting of 27 and 28 April LlBZ.
The following took part in the vote: Mr Friih, vice-chairman and acting
chairman; Mrs P6ry, rapporteur and deputizing for Mr Eyraud; Ivlr Abens(deputizing for Mr Vernimmen), Mr Barbagri (deputizing for lar Ligios),
Mr Cottrell (delputizing for Mr Battersby), Mr Diana, Mr Gautier,
Mr Jakobsen (deputizrng for Mr Helms), Flr Nielsen, Mr provan, Mr dtOrmesson,
Miss Quin, Mr Selrgman (deputizing for I,1r Curry) and Mr Woltjer.
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AThe committee on Agricurture hereby submits to the European parliament
following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the coordination of maritime inspection and surveillance operations
The EuropEran Parliament,
S!. having regard to its opinion of 20 June 19801 on three proposals from the
commission of the EuroPean Communities to the Council for regulations con-
cerning relations in the fisheries seetor between the European Communiey and
Spain and Canada, and in particular paragraph t2 thereof,
(sr having regard to its opinion of 15 June 19782 on th. proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities t,o the Council for a d,ecision on
financial participat.ion by the community in respect of inspection and
surveillance operations in the maritime waters of Denmark and lreland, and
in particular paragraph 3 thereof,
(ql having regard to its resolution of 19 January Lg7g3 on certain inspeetion
procedures governing fishing activities and surveillance procedures govern-
ing other activities affecting the common system for the conservaLion and
management of fishing resources,
(Dl having regard to its resolution of 21 November L98o4 on the common fish-
eries poricy, and in particurar paragraphs 30 to 45 thereof,
tE) having regard to its oprnion of 15 october Lgi65 on the. proposal from the
commission of the European comnrunities for a decision on the concfusion of
a convention on thc protection of the Mediterranean sea against porlution
;rtrcl a l)rotocol on rhe prevention of the pollution of the Mediterranean
S<'a by dumping f ronr sltips; and aircraft,
iFj havLng regard to it-s resolution of 14 April 197g6 on rhe ,Amoco cadiz,
di saster,
,' o'
,o oJiotOJ
50i
oOJ
No. C 175,
No. C 163,
No. C 39,
No. c 327,
llo. C 259,
No. C 1o8,
L4.07.1980, p.7I
10.07.Lg78, p.43 :
L2.O2.L979, p.62 
-
15. 12. 1980, p.84 
-4.11.I976, p.42 
-B.05.le'78, p.59
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Doc. 39/79
Doc. 44L/78
Doc. L-560/BO
Dot;. 334/76
- rapporteur:
- rapporteur:
- rapporteur:
- rapporteur:
- rapporteur:
MT BUCHOU
I4r CORRIE
MT KLINKdR
__{r _c!IMoN_
MT PREMOLI
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(c) having regard to i'"s resolution of 14 February 1979I on
T - Tlrt' best fficcrrs o1' lrrevcnting accidcnts to shrpping and consequentraL
mc)rll)c irt)(i (.()itr;taI 1.rol lution, and
I I . slriprlri ng rcgulat ions,
(tt) having rcaard to r.ts resolutions of 16 January 19812 on the problems
involved in comhating hydrocarbon pollution of the sea,
( i ) havi-ng regard to the proposal from the Commissron of the European Communr-
tles Lo the council for a regulation establishlng a communj.ty system for
the conservatlon and management of fishery resources (coM(76) 535 iinal
- Doc- 373/76), and in particular Articles 8, 10 and 11 thereof, on whrch
the European parriament delivered :-t.s opinion on 9 February 19773,
(J) havrng regard to the modifiecl 1:roposal from the Commission of the Eurol:ean
Communities to the council for a regulation laying down certain measures of
conuroL for fishrng activities by Community vessels (COM(7g) g final _ Doc.
543/7'7 ),on which the European Parlrament delivered its opinion on L6 February lg7g4,
(K) havirrg regard tt> the cornmunication from the Commi-ssion of the European Commu:
nitres to the Coutrcrl concerning the implications of the adoption of a
Councri regulation cstablishing certain supervisory measures for fishing
activities by vessers of Member states (coM(go) gg2 final),
whereas the common system for the management and conservation of Eishing
resources will be incomplete until such time as it is supported by effec-
tive and impartial inspectiorl measurcs,
(L)
(M) whereas such rnspectj_on cannot be
but must be extended to a]l human
stocks,
confined to the common fisheries policy,
activities at sea like1y to affect fish
(N) whereas, therefore, maritimc 
-inspection and surveiLlance operations are
of paramount import('lnce for the implementation of a comprehensive policy
on f isheries and tire sea,
(o) havrng regard to the repori of the committee on Agriculture (Doc. L-Lg3/g2)
1. Calls on the Member states to coordinate their maritime
surveillance opera-Llons with a view to improving their
Community level; instructs the Commrssion to submit the
posals to the Council, taking into account its previous
various resolutions or opinions adopted by the European
inspection and
effectiveness a:
requisite pro-
proposals and the
Parl iament ;
, o;*o
- oJ tJo
OJ No
OJ No
- o.l No
L
UJ l\cl
C 67, L2.3.L979, p.
c 28, 9.2.1-991, p.
c 28, 9.2.I98I , p.
c 28, 9-2.i991, p.
C 57, 17-3.i97-, p.
C 63 , 13 .3 . i978, p.
555/78 
- Rapporteur:
1-708/80-Rapporreur:
L-7 09 /80-R apporteur :
r-467 / 8}-Rapporreur :
373/76 
- Rapporteur:
543/77 
- Rapporieur:
Lord Bruce of Donrngton
I.1r Carossino
Mrs Maij-Weggen
Mrs Spaak
Mr KOFOED
Mr CORRIE
22 - Doc.
52 - Doc-
55 - Doc.
59 - Doc.
14 - Doc.
3I - Doc.
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2- Further to the abovementioned rcsolution of 19 January Lg7g, affirms that
the maritime j.nspection and surveillance operations shoul-d incLude :
(a) inspecting the fishing and processing activities of vessels of third
c:ountries and of the Member States,
(b) preventing or c(tmbat,irlg pollution of the marine environment,
(c) scarch and rescue ()perat ions at sc.a,
(d) performing.rny other task whrch the Coun<:il might decide upon under a
common polrcy orr fisheries and the sea, including scientific research
work;
3. Considers that such coordination, based on the national inspection systems,
shoulcl aim to int. oduce common procedures, so that inspection becorngs 1:16-gressively and lncreas:-ngly a Ccmmunity operation;
4 - Considers it necessary also for the European Community to set up an effec-
tive maritime surveillance service both to achieve greater efficiency and
to assert :.ts own identity; therefore takes the view that the coordination
of maritime inspection and surveillance operations can only be regardecl
as a provisional solutionr pending the formation of a European surveil.lance
service;
5. Affirms, trowcvcr, ttr,rt thc (-()r1 trol,s,.Llrr(intly ('drrir.ci out by eactt of the
Mcmber States Conccrrrt'd would l.rr.. {ar rrrore t.l-f ec-t rvC i I CCntfes 1or I [rtr
coordination of mariLime inspcction and survcj,llancc operations werc
created for the main fishrng sectors (the Atlantic, the North Sea, thc
Baltic and t.he Mediterranean), with a system of Iiaison between these
ccntres being estabLished at Community leveI;
('- Considers it desirable to create at Community level a centralized data bank,
to which the Member Statcs would have access arrd whi.ch could provide informa-
tion on vessels fishing in Community waters or on catches in those watersi
7. Recommends that a body of community inspectors should be created
(a) to assist the l4ember States with their mari-time inspection and
surveilLance operati_ons,
(b) to faciLitate tt)e coor(lrnatron of Member states, maritinre inspect.ion
ancl surveil l.rrrcr. ()lJerat ions,
(c) to cnsure Lhat.rnslrectl()ns are carrjed out imp.rrtially and, above: aII,
to d\'monstrate both to Community fishermen and to the fishermen of
non-member couni.rics that they are incleed carrrccl rmpartially.
8. Re(lucsLs that Comrllun rty i1l,;;-,c,-r-915 s|ould bc. alloweci to ensure that, at
t,hc timc of unloacirnr, , Llre cotch declareci and solcl by auct:.on is consis_
te-nL wlth i:he rntorntatron recorded tn the log book or gathereo by the
natlonal inspe<--tron r;ct'vict's irr accorda'ce with a procedure agreed jointly
by tne Commissiorr and ttlc Member St.ates.
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g. Takes the vlew, f,oweveil that such on-shore inspections are insufficient
to contEol all fishing activities, since not all fishing vessels unload
their catch within the Community and they may also make transhipments at
seai demands, therefore, that community inspectors be allcrred to participate,
at their request, in Member States' maritime lnspection and survel-llance
operations, whether at sea or by air, and that they be accordingly taken on
board the vessels or aircraft responsible for such operat,ions;
l0.Believes that it is essential for the Commission to ensure that, prior to
taking up their employment, Community inspectors receive epeeial training
bringing out the Community nature of the dutles they will be required to
perform;
11. Calls on the Comnrunity l6stitutions to makc provls ion in the 1983
budget for the staff and financial resources needed to carry out the
above tasks;
l2Takes the view that the facilities available to the communitla"Member states
for maritime surveillance should be comprehensively reviewed and aid
granted to those whose facilities are found to be insufficient or inadequate,
although account should be taken of the financial resources of such States
and of the cxtent of the maritime zones they must keep under surveillance;
13- Requests that, in addition to the national flag, I,lember States' inspection
vessels and, if possible, inspection aircraft, should display a Community
emblem - the design of which has yet to be decid,ed by common agreement
between the Institutions - to highlight the Community nature of the inspec-
tions carried out in the implernentation of a common poIiry on fisheries
and the sea;
L4. Affirms thats the courts of the l,lcmber States must, see to it that the fines
and penalties they impose in cases of infringement of the common policy
on fisheries and the sea are non-discriminatory, irrespective of the
nationality of the vessels concerned; eonsiders that the fines and
penalties imposed by the national courts in cases of infring€ment, of the
common policy on fisheries and the sea should be comparable;
15. Takes the view that the fines imposed for infringements of the common
fisheries policy should become community ovrn resources, on the basis of
Article 201 of the EEC Treaty,
Requests that the fishing ricences granted by the commission to non_
community vesselEl"'should expressly pfovlde tfrat [lieTr captains are bound
by the inspection procedures decided on by the European community. rf
a captain refused to be so bound, the licence would be withheld or with-
drawn, depending on whether he refused before or during the fishing year;
Instructs its President to for*rard this resolution to Lhe Commission and
Council and to the Ivlember States.
15
t7
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_!I4IErIEII
q!4114l_y_ oL ,lcrroN I,AKEN Ry rHE EY TH  UROPEAN I'ARLIAMEI{T BEFORE ]T WAS DIRECTLY ELECTED
I " In adcrpi:.i_ng on 19 January 1979 the report by Mr Klinker (Doc.44L/1g) on
certain inspcction Prot:edttres Eoverning fishing actavrties and surveillance pro-
cedures rlovernitrg other ac1 jvities af lecting the common systL.m for t1c, conserva-
tron and managemcnt oI f ishinq rc]sou.r-ccs, Lhr. f't-:rnr.tr [lrrrof rcan p;ri-l rJnt()t)t ].ec()..1 _
nized tl,e importance of such procccJrrrcs for tlrc:;uccess;fu1 a6r1;licaLiorr.r Lhc
common system, as def ineo by the Council resol-utrons c;f 3 Nover,ber L9:.6.
2 - In the proposal for a regulation annexed to the resolutionf contarne,l in that
report, ParlJ-ament urged the Commission to recommend that the Council establish b1r
31 December L982 at the Latest a Community coastguard s.:rvj-ce responsible in
'Commurrity waters', for
(a) inspecting tlle fishing activities of vessels of third countries or of theItlember States,
(b) preventing or combating porlution of the marine environment,2(c) carrying out scientific research wlthin -Lhe fram.ework of any measureli LileCommunity might adopt to study the mari-ne environment and tlre sea-beci,(d) t.aking part in search and rescue operatlons at sea,(ei; performing any other task which the Council might decide upon under a
common policy on the sea.
3. Realiz:-ng that long-established national practices could not be reptaced by a
new system overnight, Parliament pr.oposed that as a first step the Community coast-
guard l'ervice and the corresponding administrations of the Member States could
establ-ish various forms of cooperationl coordination of inspection and surveillanc<-
missions, exchange of information, delegation of Community inspectors to each
Member St,ate, etc.,
4. rn this way, t.he Community coastguard service, far from replacing the comF.e-
tent adninistrations of the Member states, has been evolving as an instrument for
the coordination of their respective inspection and surveillance opcrat.ions.
o,T Ntr C 19 of L2 -2.L979 , o. 62
Thc Burol':ean Parlianr-'nt has already discussed'Ure problen of ccnrbating Etllution of the marile
environnrent on several o.'casions. The CGrmittee on the gnvironrnent, funfic Health and
Cottsuner Protection lras adopted a number of reports on t.Lis subject., including:
- irr tire c:ase of Lhe lqeditcrranean, I4r l)renrolirs re1..nrt on the Barcelc,na Convention (W 334/'16)
- the report by l\4rs Maij-Weggen on the proposal fron the Cqnnission to the Council for adecision establishing a Comnunity inforrnalion system for preventing and ccnrbaLing hydro-
carbon pollution of the sea (Doc. l-j09/e0\
- the report by Mrs SaaJ< on cornbating the effects of disasters where oi1 is releasedinto tl'e sea and reaches the shore (W. L-467/80\t
Other reporEs include those dealing with the discharge of waste and effluents into the sea,
such as 'red mrd', but this is not the place for an o<haustive tist of these existing reprorts.
- 
the Ccmnittee on the Environnent and I?ansport of the old Parliament considered the roregeneral problenr of tlre transport of oil in -uhe report by Lord Bruce of Donlngton (tu: 555/jB) .
More recently, the Cclmitt@ on Transport of the directly elected parlianent, j-n a reportby I4r Carossino, delivered its viqars on a proposat for a directive concerning the enforce-
nent, in respect of sl:ippjflg using Cornn:nity ports, of international standards for
shipping safety and pollution prevention (D-.:c. I-7O\/AO).
1
2
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(a)
5 ' The proposal put forwarcl by the former parlrament envisaged two
approaches:
(a) a 'federarisLr approach, in which a communlty coastguard service
would replace the coastguard services of the Member states; and
(b) a tconfederalist' approach, in which the community service, whlie
carryirig cut rrrspection and surveif]ance missions on behalf of the
community, wourd. also coordinate the inspection and survelllance
activitres of the Member States, insofar as t'he latter sti1l
considered it usefui to carry out such activities 
- and they might
well wish to maintain that right.
The former parliament refrained rrom making an a priori judgmentin favour of either of these approaches, wishing to see both subjected
'to the test of argument and hoping that all inspections would evci-rtualIy
come within the ambit of thc Communlty.
The other main aspects of parllament,s proposal concerned:
the community nature of the inspections carried out by the MeinberStates, which entailed:
- the right of any aircraft or vessel 0f a Member state to operate
throughout community waters, provided that it d.isprayed the
Corununity emblem when performing these inspections,
- the righE of any inspection vessel to conduct any vesser that ithad boarded to the nearest port, even if that port was situatedin a third Member State.
the harmonization, on the basis of Article 100 0f the EEC Treaty,
of the penalties and fines imposecl by }{ember states, jurisdictions forinfri-ngement of the common system for the conservation and management
of fishing resources or of any other regulations applicable to community
waters, in order to avoid any discrimination as regards the prace wherethese penalties ancl fines were imposed.
the treatment as the communityrs own resources of any fines imposed byMember states' jurisdictions for infringement of the common systemfor the conservation and management of fishing resources or of any
other regulations applicable to community waters, on the basis ofArticle 201 of the EEC Treaty.
7' when drawing up its prerimlnary draft budget for 1gg0, the commisslontook account of the aforementioned Partiament resolution, since it entereda new Article 874 entitr-ed .coordinatlon of surveillance operations by
(ol
(c)
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Mcmber statest, wi th ,l'r .lp})roJ)ri,rLion of 0.3 nr tiliA. rn trrc rernarkscolumn it was slatr:<l r-h.rl ,lh ilr [u,,rsurr: s]rrrultl ltertni t the graclu.r l" cle.vclopln(,trtof a rapid lnfornter Liorr arlcl ('olnrnLrl ir-'at10ns sysl crn lJeLw('...n ttrc t4crrnLrc.r: sLatesand' possibly' the esLablishment oL-a coordinaLion cent-re lor surveillanccroperations, the object being to rationalize inspection procedures,. Thisinitiative by the commission was somewhat surprising, particularly since,during the debate on Mr Kllnkerrs report on rg January rg7g, Mr Gunderachobserved that the report ris not for today or tomorrow but for later,i.--Ivlr Gundelach made it clear, however, that he accepted the need for inspections,erzen though he was unable to specify the forms that they should take.
This new Article was retained by the Budgetary Authorlty in the198()' 1981 and 1982 budqets' thouqh with a token entrv pendinq the formular.ionof a specific proposal by the Corunission
II.
8' The Commission has produced four important documents on the subject ofcontrols3
(a) rn its proposal for a regulation establishing a community system for theeonservation and management of fishery resources (eOM(76) 535 final _Doc' 373/76), it recommends the establishment of a system of ricences(Article 8), inspection measures (Article IO) ana a system of sanctions(Article 11) .
(b) rn its modified proposal for a regulation raying down certain rneasures ofcontrol for fishing activities by Community vessels (coM(7g) 8 final 
-Doc' 543/77) 
' 
it advoeates the coordination of Ivlember states' controractivities and a two-way exehange of information between states and thecommission (Article 1(3)), a common procedure for randing catches andchoeking their tonnage (Articles 6 to 9) and rules to control fishingactivity in certain zoneE based on the submission of fishing plans(Arricle 12) .
(c) rn its proposal for a decision on financial part,icipation by the cornmunityin respeet of the inspection and surveillance operations in the maritimewaters of Denmark and rreland (CONI(71) OA+ final 
- Doc. 460/77), thecommission argues, on the basis of resolutions adopted at rhe Itrague on3 November L976, that these two Member states shourd be helped to acquireadequate surveillance equipment, having regard to the extent of themaritime zones which they are obriged to keep under surveillance on the
--i--
' Debates of the European parliament, ReDort of proceedings of 15 to 19January L979, p. 23J-
-1I- PE 72-26l/tin.
r,
Community's behalf. By adopting Decision 78/64O/EEc of 25 July Lgl8L,
the Council placed I0 m ECU and 46 m ECU at the disposal of Denmark and
Ireland respectively for the acquisition of maritime surveillance eguip-
ment (aircraft, helicopters, ships, the modernization of existing
installations).
(d) In its communication to the Council eoncerning the implications of the
adoption of a regulation establishing certain supervi sory measures for
fishing activities by vesseLs of Member States (COM(80) 882 final), the
Commission recommends that a Community inspection unit be created to
ensure that the Member States
1. abide by a common interpretation of the inspection and conservation
measure s i
2. carry out a sat.isfactory number of inspections at sea and do not
discriminate in their treatment of veesels of different nationality;
3. adopt common criteria and methods for the inspection of vessels at
sea;
4. introduce sat.isfactory arrangements for the surveillance of landing
and transhipment operations ;
5. take appropriate action against those who violate the fishing
regulations.
The Commission hopes, then, that this inspection unit will coordinate
the activities of the national inspection services. It also draws
attention to the need for the penal or administrative measures applied
in cases of infringement of the Community's conservation and inspection
regulat,ions to be comparable.
III. ACTION TAKEN BY TI# DIRECTLY ELECTED PARTIAMENT
g. In its opinion2 on three proposals for regulations concerning relationE
in the fisheries aector between the European Community and SgEin and Canada,
the new Parliament 'instructs its Committee on Agriculture to investigate
whether this control could not perhaps be achieved by coordinating the
Member states' inspection and surveilrance operations' (paragraph 12).
In tshis opinion, then, it takes the same line as the
-thus ensuring continuity in t,he Institution,s approach to
controlling fishing acEivities.
Parliament,
problems of
old
the
Lloc
2"1
No.
No.
zll, 1.8.I978, p.34
L75, L4.7.L98O, p. 71 
- 
Doc. L-234/80 
- 
rapporteur: It{r Buchou
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10- rn its resolution on the common fisheries policyl, adopted on the basis
of a report by IvIr Clinton (Doc" L-56O/}O), the European parliament not only
calls attention Eo the essential need for a common fisheries policy to be
implenented as rapidry as possibre, but also introd,uces a whore range of
inspection measures (paragraphs 30 to 45) concerning licences, 1og books,
community inspectors and l-and-based maritime control centres.
11" It will be appreciated, then, that effective control measures have been
proposed as much by the European parliamot, both before and after its
direct election, as by the commission itself. However, the council has not
alvrays given effeet to these proposals. This situation must, change, for
the folloling reasons;
(a) if it is to be credible, a common fisheries policy must be accompanied
by control measures established at Community level,
(b) it;s direct election has conferred upon the European parliament a regitimacy
which the council can no longer treat with indifference. rt must there-
forc adopt without further delay the control measures which have been
laid before it by the commission and which have been endorsed by Europe,s
elected rapresentatives, as well as the measures which these represen-
tatives have proposed and which conprement those envisaged by the
Commission.
12. Having said that, it is essential to consider how far
the Member states and the European community of marit.ime
surveillance operations will be possibl_e.
coordinat,ion by
inspection and
3V. THE PROBI,EI4S OF COORDINATION
I g_999rg1. !19!_3999993ry?
l-3. The f irst rluest- ion that arj-ses is : why is the coordination of
mari Lime inspcc t-it)n illrd surl,ei.l rance operations necessary?
The answer is a sj-mple one: vessels are able to exploit the national
maritime zones and the lack of surveillance facilities of certain Member
States to escape rnspections. The coordj-nation of surveillance operations
would tlierefore enable one Member state to notify another as soon as a
vessel l-eft rts maritlme zone and enLered the adjacent zone. rn this way,
r-nspectors would in a sense act as a relay team.
1 CJ No. C 327" L5.L2.1980, p.84
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(b)
(c)
(d)
The means of achieving such coordination
14. The next problem is how such coordination should be achieved. This
raises the following questions:
(a) fs an inspection and surveillance operations centre needed to centralize
and initiate actlon? Is bilateral cooperation between the l{ember
States at present responsible for policing adjacent maritime zones
on behalf of the Commissiorr in itself sufficient?
Should Community waters be dlvided ,p, not according to national
maritime boundaries as at present, but according to the ability
of each Member State to police a specific maritime area? The answer
to this question i-s crucial for a satisfactory solution of the problem
of coordinating inspecLions.
Should the surveillance aj-rcraft and vessels making the lnspections
display, in addition to the national flag, some Comrnunity emblem,
as yet to be defined, to show bhat the inspections are being carried
out on behalf of the Communil-y?
Should Community inspectors be delegated to the Medber States to take
part in their inspection and surveillance,operations? This would have
the dual advantage of guaranteeing the impartiality of inspections
and facilitatinq their coordination.
15. In answering these questions account must be taken of the follovring
coneiderations:
(a) The coordination of inspection and surveillance operations on a bi-
I-ateral basis would certainly be beneficial in the short term, since,
as will be seen from Annex ff, it is hardly ever attempted at the
present time. In the long term, however, such coordination would be a
negation of the existence of the Community. Hence, it is preferable to
envisaqe from the outset either the establj-shment of a rapid information syster
atcornmunity level or the creation of a maritime inspection and surveillance
operations coordinatsion centre, the structure of which wouLd have to be
decided, at a later date and which would seek to avoid too much bureaucratic
':.-ed' LaPer .(b) Even if a maritime surveillance operations coordination centre were
to confine itself to the civilian tasks enumerated in paragraph 2,
it would still involve the military sector, since in a number of
llember States the inspection and surveillance operaiions are
carried out by the armed forces. The EEC Treaty does not prohibit
such an extension of the Community's powers. It would be permis-
siblc, under Artj.cle 235 of the Treaty, in the implementation of a
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(c)
common policy on fisheries and the sea. I,loreover, it shourd not be
forgotten that the preamble to the EEC Treaty states that Lhe Member
States are rdetermined to 1ay the foundations of an ever closer
union among the peoples of Europer.
However, the problem of invorving the miritary sector, which might,
provoke public opposition in sorne ivlember stat,es, is more apparent than
rear- After arl, the armed forces are carJ.ed upon to perform civirian
tasks (rescue operations, for instanee) in aII the Member Stat.es.
Moreover, the inspection of trawlers cannot be considered to be a
military activity. The purpose of a maritime surveillance operations
coordination centre would be to coordinate civilian tasks. Finalry,
it should be remembered that in some Member states maritime inspection
and surveillance operations are carried out by the civilian authorities.
The situation wourd, of course, be far simpler if arl the Member states
possessed a coastguard service which was independent of the navy or
the fldet air arm. In the United States, for example, the US Coast
Guard is attaehed to the us Navy onry in wartime. Each of the maritime
&lember states should therefore be urged to create coastguard services
which are independent of the armed forces, so as to avoid any confusion
or misunderstanding. Such an arrangement would also be more economical,
sl-nce it is l-ess expensive to monitor the movements and activities of
trawlers with maritime reconnaissance aircraft specially designed for
the purpose than with ant,i-submarine aircraft (of the Br6guet 'Atlantic'
or the British Aerospace 'Nimrod' type).
Dividing up community waters according to the ability of each Member
state to police a specific area of those waters, rather than on the
present basis of national marrtime boundari-es, ought not to posej-nsurmountabl-e Iega1 problems 
.
- rn the case of the Mendcer staLes, the community i-s free to adopt
whatever internal 1egal syst.em it chooses,
- Tn the case of non-member countries,
1s concerned, the Community can use
pressure. The granting of ficences
the acceptance by third countries of
procedures.
and especlatly where fishing
licences as a means of exertlng
could be made conditional on
the Community's inspection
- As far as sea transport is
a rtransnational'basis are
navigation than rnspections
concerned, inspections carried out on
no more an impediment to the freedom of
carried out on a tintranational' basis.
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(d)
Furthermore, Article 23 of the United Nations Convention on the High
Seas of 29 April 19581 authorizes 'hot pursuit', provided that it
'ceases as soon as the ship pursued enters the territorial sea of its
own country or of a third State'. Since the Member States have by
conmon accord extended their respective maritime zones to 200 miles
and in so doing created 'Community waters', it ls reasonable to
suppose that the right of hot pursuit does not cease when the
inspections are carrled out on behalf of the Community, as is already
the case under the common fisheries policy. Indeed, where fisheries
are concerned, the Community should be regarded as a single coastal
State. Consequent,ly, it should be possible for an inspection vessel
of a Member State to pol-ice at least partially the Community maritime
zone administered by another Member State. fhis highly complex problem
can be solved more easily when the Community becomes in its oirn right
a member of the fut,ure Convention on the Law of the Sea. Parliament
has already pronounced in favour of such membership.
Hovrever, if the Mernber States rejected such an arrangement, the
alternative should be to provide Community aid to those Member States
possessing inadequate inspection facilities. This would mean extend-
ing to other Member States the benefits that have already been accorded
to Denmark and lreland, although account would have to be taken of the
financial resources of the States concerned and the extent of the mari-
time zones they must keep under surveillance. Hence, the Commission
should produce a very accurate survey of the mariuime surveillance
equipment possessed by each Member State and, if need be, draw up aid
proposals commensurate with their reguirements.
No speciflc problem is raised by Lhe question of a Community emblem?
Any aircraft or vessel can rlisplay a Cclmmunlty enblem if non-membcr:
states are abl.e to identify them with a Community Member State. The
national flag must therefore be retai.ned. (This procedure is already
fotlowed by NATO, whose aircraft, for example, display both their
national colours and the NATO emblem) .
On the other hand, a vessel or ai-rcraft displaying only the Community
ernblem would be considered by states not recogtnizing the Community
as a pirate vessel or aircraft.
See Doc. 466/77, p.23
Por more information about flag
de Droit International' (L962),
Reeherche Scientifique) .
legislation, see'Annuaire Francais
pp- 685 Lo 7L7 (Centre National de 1a
1
2
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under international law onry internationar organizations (such as the uN)
have the ri'ght to f1y the organization's flag. Regional organizations do
not yet possess that right.
The design of the community frag has, of course, yet to be decided. ThePoliticar Affairs committee is currently considering a motion for a resolu-tion (Doc' 1454/79) by ur lngo Friedrich and others proposing that tfre Euro-pean flag shoul-d be that adopted by the council of Europe on 8 December 1955.
(e) The creation of a body of community inspectors delegated by the communityto the Member states shoulrl not, a priori, give rise to any particularproblems. Nevertheless, certain I,lember States are opposed to on_the_spotinvestigations being carried out by commission officials. Measures aretherefore necessary to ensure that commu_nity employees are able to carry outtheir work without impediment especiarly as it will falr to them to monitorthe activities of national inspectors and the varidity of contror-s carriedout by the ratter. Furthermore, steps shourd i:e taken to ensurethat' on completion of a joint training prograrrune desi-gned t-o make -[trem awareof the communit-y nal-ure of their rore, community inspectors are l-ake^, aLtheir request, on board nationar vessels and aircraft responsible for carry-ing out maritime surveillance operations. This is essent-iar to guaranteethe impartiarity of inspections carried out at sea.
onshore, provisi-on should be made for the presence of community inspectors
at the time of unloading, with a particular view to ensurj.ng that catchdeclared and sord by auction is consistent with the information recordedin 1og books or gathered by the national inspection services. The detailed
. 
procedures for the controls to be carrj.ed out by the community inspectorsshould be agreed jointly by the Member states and the Commission.v. coNcLUSIONS
15' This report has sought' to identify the main problems posed by the coordi-nation of maritime information and surveillance operations. These problems aremore internal than external in nature and hinqe on the degr.ee of integrat ionihat the lvlember states wish to ach j.eve. Nevertheress, parliament has an obri-gation to der-iberate on this matter and ro ask the right questions, even ifsome of them are upsetting to national susceptibiritres and traditions.
At all events, J-n the present international context, it is essential forthe community to make its voice heard. rn this connection, it is interestingto re-read the declaration on European identity made at the end of the conferenceof Heads of state or Government held at copenhagen on 14 and 15 December 1913,since it is a declaration that has lost none of its relevance 
- indeed, it isnow more relevant than ever before (see Annex I).
srmj'rarly, the Member states shourd reflect on the experience acquiredsince the xrXth century by France and spain with the agreement on the Bidassoa,on the basis of the convention of 18 February 1886. This convenrion introducedgenuine international monitortng of infringements committed by 1ocal fisher-
rr1€Il, and did so at a time when national rivalry was greater than ever. wasnot the xrxth century known as the century of nationalism? under the clrcum-stances' could not the community follow its ambition to create ever cl_oserunion between its peoples and work to overcome the egoism of its Member statesand take its read from the procedures which were set up back in the xrxthcentur)'? rt wourd be a good thing if the Member states vrere to take this ex-perience to heart and use it as a guide for setting up a conrmon system of in_spection and survej,Ilance at Community Ievel (see Annex III).
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17. This being so, the Commission could be invited to submit to the
Council- proposals aimed at establishing a measure of coordj-nati-on of the
Member States' maritime inspect.ion and surveillance operations, based on
existing national- control procedures. One or more centres for coordinating
maritime inspection and surveillance operations would have to be set up
for this purpose.
18. In view of the geography of the Community, with its many coastlines,
this would have to be a decentralj-zed system, especially as other countrj-es(Portugal, Spain) will eventually become fu11 members of the Community.
19. Accordingly, plans should be made to create several centres for the
coordination of maritime inspection and surveillance operations, covering
the main fishing sectors. Furthermore, a system of liaison between these
centres should be establiehed at community level so that the comniesi.on is
in a position, where necessary, to coordinate the activities of two or more
surveillance centres and, in partieular, to gather information on the
fishing activities in community \,vaters of both community and non-community
vessers. rn this way, a rapid information system would be created, which
would offer a twofold advantage: centralized data and, decentralized action.
20- The coordination at community leveI of the Member States' inspection and
surveillanee operations should be complemented by the following measures which
have already been dealt with throughout this report:
(a) the creation of a body of Community inspectors;
(b) if appropriate, the provision of aid to Member states with insuffieient
or inadequate surveillance facilit,ies;
(c) the adoption, by unanimous agreement between the community rnstitutions,
of a Community emblem;
(d) measures to ensure that the penalties and fines imposed by the Member
states for infringements of the common policy on fisheries and the sea
are comparable;
(e) the conversion of fines into community own resources.
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21. The recommendations on which this report is based show that the coordi.nat ion
of lrlember States' maritime inspection and surveillance operations can only be
eonsidered a first stage along the road to a united Europe. A Community narit_iJne
SL1wci@withthedutiesdescribedinparagraph2ofthis
report, sh6uld be establj-shed in the more dl-stant future, drawlng on the
existing coordination centres for maritime inspection and surveillance
operations, the body of Community inspectors and the pracl:ices which will
have developed between the Member States in the meantime. This would
narurally contribute to the process of building a Europe in which the role
of the Member States is replaced by that of the Community wherever a
single Community measure proves to be more effective than a combination of
national measures. o
22. If the Community embarks on the measures adumbrated in this report,
it will have taken a major step towards asserEing its identity, both in
relation to its constituent Member States and in relation to non-member
countries. Only a pragmatic approach, coupled with a long-term political
rrision, can further advance the cause of European integration, which is
still far from completion. In this connection, it must be said that the
cornmon policy on fisherres and the sea has already helped promote this
cause, sinee the Community was able to maintain a united front throughout
the negotsiations at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
sea. It is to be hoped, therefore, that the Member States will agree at
the very least to the coordination at Commuhity 1eve1 of their maritime
inspection and surveillance operations so that the Community can further
develop and further consolidate its position to the benefit of all its
members.
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ANNEX I
Declaration ori Lhe European ictentl lY- rnglg the erd of che Conference
of Heads of State and Government held in nhagen on 14 and.15 December L973
In future, when the Nine negotiate collcctivety with other countrles' the
institutions and procedures chosen should enable the distinct character
of the European entity to be respected'
The European identity will evolve as a function of the dynamic of the
construction of a united Europe. In their external relations' the Nine
propose progressively to undertake the definition of their identity in
-relation to other countries or groups of countries - They believe that in so
ooing tney wiii strengt.hen their own cohesion and contribute to the framing
of a genuinely uuropean'fori:ign policy" They are convj-nced that buildino up
Lhis pollcy will trelp them to tackle with confidence and realism furt-her
stages in the const.ruction of a united Europe, thus making easier the proposed
Erar-rsformatiorr of the whole complex of their relations into a European Union.
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ORGANIZATION OF MARITIME SURVEILLANCE
OPERATIONS IN THE COMMUNTTY
I,IEMBER STATES
ANNEX IT
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GERMANY
I. Protection of the marine environment
The Deutsches Hydrographisches lnstitut, Hamburg, is responsj-ble for
maritime inspection and surveillance operations (Act of l1 February L977
relating to the agreements of 15 February and 29 December 1972 on the
prevention of marine pollution caused by the discharge of waste from
ships and aircraft - BGB1 II p. 165). Maritime inspection operations
outside coastal waters (three nautical mlles) are carried out by officials
of the Federal Waterways and Shipping Administration, which has special
policing powers, and by officlals of the Federal Border Police and the
customs authorities. In exceptional circwnstances the Deutsches
Hydrographlsches lnstitut can emPloy its own vessels for inspection
acfivities. The authorities of the Federal LAnder of Bremen, Hamburg,
Niedersachsen and Schl-eswig-Holstein are responsible for inspectlons
within the coasta1 waters. Under c'onstitutional law,-no responsibilities
are assigned to the military authorities. The DHI keeps a permanent
check on the quality of the vrater in the German Bight. Those responsible
for inadmissible Levels of pollutlon are prosecuted by the above
authorities.
2. rishlng
Compliance with the fishing regulations currently applicable to waters
outside the coastal waters is enforced by the fisheries protection vessels
of the Federal Repubtic and by Lhe customs authorities (Article 4 of the
1971 Deep-Sea Fishing Agreement - BGBI II p. 1057, as amended by Article
2 (3) of the Deep-Sea Fishing Agreement of 10 September 1976 - BGB1 Ir
p. L542). Compliance with the fishlng regulations applicable to the coast.rl
waters is enforced by officlals of the Federal Llinder mentioned abovc.
Here, too, no responsibilities are assigned to the military authorities.
The inspection offlcials take action following spot checks or in the evenL
of manlfest infringements of the regulations.
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2.
3.
BELG]UM
1. The government departments concerned with maritime surveillance operations
are as follows:
(a) the Ministry of Agrlculture and the Minrstry for SmaII Businessi(b) the Ministry of Transport; Department responsible for the Navlg
and Inland Navigation;
(c) the Ministry of Justice; the Crown Prosecutor attached to the
Bruges Publice Prosecutor,s Office;(d) the Ministry of Defence.
The Belgian Navy has sole responsibility for carrying out maritime
surveillance operations .
one of the specific tasks of the Navy, assigned to it by the Regentts
Decree of 25 February L949 , is to inspect maritime fishing activities.
Pursuant to the Law of 10 October L978, each naval vessel is consid.ered
to be a fisheries protection vessel, engaged in fishing inspection
activities when sailing in Belgian waters. Most of these vessels are
minesweepers. The maximum number of vessels that can be committed
simurtaneously ro the aforementioned activlties is as folrows:
- 3 ocean-going minesweepers,
- 2 coastal minesweepers,
- 5 inshore minesweepers, and
- 3 hellcopters.
According to the Belgian Navar command, these ships are suffj-cient
to porice Bergiumrs maritime economj-c zone. ft points out, however,
that fisheries Protection activities tend to encroach on the missions
normally assigned to the fleet.
Up to now there has been no organized coordination of actlvities wi-th
neighbouring States.
4.
5.
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DENMARK
r. GOVERNI{ENT BODIES INVOLVED IN MARITIME SURVEILLANCE
(A) Denmark
1. Pisheries inspection and control- is the responsibility of the
Ministry of Fisherles. However, as the Ministry of Fj-sheries does
not possess sufflcient vessels to undertake an effective inspection,
the Ministry of Defence supports the fishery inspection with ships
from the Royal Danish Navy. A1I landings of catch are controlled
by officials from the Ministry of Fisheries.
2. l']revent j-on of pollution is ttrc responsibillty of thc Minlstry
of the Environment, which provides expertise and to a certain
extent the mater:.aI for pollution actions. With a view to ensuring
effectj-ve operational control the Naval Command undertakes the
survei-1Iance de facto.
The Ministry of the Environment has a fleet of speciaf craft
for pollution actions. In 1980 the Ministry of Defence and the
Ministry of the Environment slgned an agreement concerning the
manning, maintenance, equipment etc. of the craft, so that these
are now manned by naval personnel, based and maintained at the
at the naval yard at, the expense of the l"linistry of the Environment.
Ib shoultl be ment.iorred EhaL in the event of serious pclllut icrn
incidenLs the special craft' mcnLioned above will not- constl t-ute
a suffi-cient force to combat the pollution effectively. Iviilitary
resources are being used as a supplement - sometimes as the main
force 
- in these instances.
Greenland
3. .Eisheries lnspection and control is the responsibility of the
Ministry of Defence. The Ministry for Greenland provides the legal
basis for the lnspection and control- activities. The I'linistry of
Defence i-ssues the overall dlrective for the Greenland Command
and the naval units employed in this special service, whereas
the operational command is the responsibility of the Greenland
Command.
4. Prevention of pollution. The Ministry for Greenland is
responslble for the marine environment. As the Ministry for
(B)
- 
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1I.
Greenland has no resources to combat po1luiion irl th<..rrea, the
military authorlties w1lI in a.l,l- probabil.ity be delegaLed to under-
take the organization of a pollution p1an. At present the subject
is under discussion beEween the two ministries.
Within the Itlinistry for Greenland negotiations are taking
place at present with the Canadian Government concerning
protection of the marine environment in the waters between Green-
land and Canada. As part of this, the Danish Ministry of Defence
is in the process of establishing coordination with the Canadj-an
Department of Transport (Coast Guard) with the purpose of
exchanging information from the two countriesr ship reporting
systems.
SURVE]LLANCE CRAFT AVAILABLE
(A) Denmark
5. Flsheries inspection and contro] is primarlly carried out by
control vessels from the lt{inistry of Fisherles.
The following vessels, which are equipped so1ely for the
purPose, are used:
HAVOERNEN at Hanstholm 350 tonnes gross
HAVMAAGEN at Nyborg 208 tonnes gross
HAVTERNEN at Aabenraa 31 tonnes gross
VIBEN at Elsinore 23 tonnes gross
The following rescue ships maintain ad hoc inspection
duti-es :
NORDSOEN at Esbjerg
NORDJYLLAND at the SKAW
JENS WAEVER at Ihe Baltic
475 tonnes gross
475 tonnes gross
142 tonnes gross
Tn the North Sea the inspectlon is supplemented by a Navy
cutter of I70 tonnes stationed at Esbjerg, and by one sma1l
fast motor boat.
Furthermore, naval helicopter-bearing inspection ships
carry out ad hoc inspections en route to and from inspection
duties in Greenland and the Faroes 
-
fn the Baltic the inspection is supplemented by a patrol
craft and a cutter from the NaW.
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6. Prevention of pollution. The Ministry of the Environment has
a number of vessels specially equipped to combat pollution.
These are as follows:
2 Miljoe-c1ass 30 tonnes gross
3 non-setf-ProPelled oi1
containers with a caPacitY of
350 m3
2 SEATRUCK-CIaSS 150 tonnes gross
2 SUPPLY-c1ass 750 tonnes gross (under
construction).
Tn the case of pollution incidents which cannoE be
combatted effectively by the environment vessels a1one, or
where these are not available, naval units maintain the dutles.
Day-to-day surveillance is carried out by all Danish
State ships and aircraft and by aircraft from the commercial
airlines.
(B) Greenland
7. Fisheries inspection and control 1s carried out by naval
units and aircraft.
The foLlowing rrnils arc) ()poI-aLing -i n Ltre ilred:
2 inspection ships with helicopter
3 Cutters
t C-130 HERCULES Aircraft
From 1982 the air reconnaissance will be intensified with
the delivery of 3 GULFSTREA-UI aircraft specially constructed
for fisheries lnsPection.
8. Prevention of Pollution. No special surveillance is
maintained at present and no pollution combat material is
stationed, The fisheries inspectj-on units report observed
incidents to the Greenland Command.
o
oo
For the time beingr no coordination of maritime surveillance
with other Member States is known to be in force.
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FRANCE
I. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
1. France carries out, inspection and surveillance operat,ions in
- 
inland waters
- 
territorial waters
- the exclusive economic zone of metropolitan France and the oven seas
d.epa.rtments.
2. The tasks carried out by French surveillance services are as follows:
- compliance with fishing regulations
- 
preservat,ion of the marine environment
- 
pro'tection of exploration aAd exploitation equiprnent, on the
continental shelf
- 
policing of shipping movemeilts
- safety of persons and goods.
3. The authorities responsible for surveillance operations are:
- Ir[inistry of Defence (Navy-Gendarmerie nationale)
- llinistry for the Budget (Customs)
- Ivtinistry of Transport (tterchant Navy)
- Ministry of the Interior (civil Defence)
IT. ABVAL RESOTJRCES
4. For its surveillanee operations the rrdv1r uses;
- 1 sloop (L25O t, displacement)
- 1 coas:al patrol vessel (400 t displacement)
- 
3 patrrrl boats (140 
- 
47O L displacement)
- 
I logi,rtic support vessel (BSt) (2600 t displacement)
- 
I regir.rnal tender (BSR) (500 t displacernent)
- 
I ocear L-going tug (1500 L dispJ-acement)
5" The Custlms Service uses 31 coastguard vessels of L2 
- 
72 I displacement,
20 fast 1'atrol vessels for close coastal surveillanee and seasonal
supervislr on of yachts and 8 harbour and river patrol vessels.
6. The Mercl ant Navy uses 9 regional patrol vessels of 37 
- 
268 t
displacelent and 4 coastal patrol vessels of L2.18 t displacement and
23 
- 
48 n etres long. In addition there are L2 close surveillance patrol
boats of 5 
- 
7 metres long and 34 Zodiac craft with outboard mot,ors.
7. The maritime police use 5 patrol boats of I70 t displacement and 6 patrol
vessels c E between 15 and 30 tonnes. The Gendarmerie nationale also use
5 EEtrol ,uessels with a displacernent of 15 tonnes. In addition to these
resources there are 42 close surveillance patrol boats of less than
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10 metres (5 of which overseas) and 53 boats with outboard motors
(L4 of which overseas).
ITI. AIR RESOURCES
8. The air resources for maritime surveillance are distributed as follows:
a) crnrvser. / arr,ax'rrcl
Coastal resources
@'
L ALIZF, squadron 
- 
Navy(Lann Bihou6)
1 twin-engined DORNIER 28 I CustomsI twin-engined AEROCOMDANDER , Lann Bihou6
Helicopters:
I SUPERFRELON squadron (Navy)
I ALOIJETTE flight (Lanveoc-Poulmic)
I AIJOUETTE II 
- Gendarmerie nat,ionale )
8 ALOuETTE III / CiviL Defence ))
Ocean
2 ATLA\IIIC sguadron
I NEPTTNE squadron
4 NORD 262(Lann Bihou6)
Navy
2 single-engined CESS\B 206 C 
- 
cendarrnerie nationale
(Rennes and Bordeaux)
along the
seaboard
b) I4EDITERRANEA}+
Aircraft:
1 ALIZE squadron 
- Navy(Nimes-Garon)
2 twin-engined DORNIER 28 
- 
Customs
(HyEre s )
1 single-engined CESSIG' 206 C -
Gendarmerie nationale (Montpellier)
Helicopters:
1 ALOITETTE Elight (lravyl(Saint-I,land:iier )
ALOIJETTE 
- 
Customs 
- 
(Saint iviandrier)
ALOT'ETTE and III 
- 
Gendamerie
nationale
ATLANTIC squadrons(Nimes-caron)
NORD 262
(HyEres)
NORD 262 flight(Aspretto)
I
2
4 along the
seaboard
4 AIJOI,ETTE III 
- 
Civil Defence
The coastal aircraft can operate up 'iro about 1oo rniles offshore(185 kn) (aircraft and Superfrelon helicopters) and Alouettehelicopters up to about 20 miles (37 km) offshore.
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c) ovERsEASl
Coastal
(EeLicopters)
AntilIe s-Gurrana
I'tartinique : I ALOI EIEE II
Guadeloupe : I ALOIIETIE II
Gulana :IALOUETIEII
Indian Ocean
Reunion : 1 LAIA helicopter
Polynesia
Tahiti :
New Caledonia
3 NEPTUNE 
- Nary
NOUM6A:2ALOUEMEII 
-GENdArMEriC INEPTI'NE
nationale
Gendarrnerie
nationale
- cendarmerie
nationale
Ocean
(Aircraft)
NavyIc54
Lc47
9. This is a 1978 inventory of air resources to which should be added
24 West,land Nava1 Llmx helicoptere which the navy is gradually taking
into service.
IV. 
.OTIER RESOI'RCES
10. In addition to the resources listed above there are also the regional
operational surveillance and rescue centres (CROSS) which are the
responsibility of the tlterchant Navy and are at :
- .TOBOITRG for the Channel (CROSSIA) with a station at cris-Nez
- 
ETEL for the Atlantic (CROSSA) with Etations at Canaret and Soulac
- LA C,ARDE (Var) for the lvlediterranean (CROSSI,IED) with a station at Agde.
lrtrese centres are responsible for:
- 
organizing search and rescue operations for persons in distress at sea
- 
centralizing information on pollution by hydrocarbons.
Iastly, in future the centres at Gris-Nez and. Jobourg will al-so be
responsible for maritime navigation surveillance operations. A new
centre to be baEed on Ushant will have the same task.
1 
*hu ALOuETTE and LAIvIA helicopters can operate up to about 20 miles
offshore (37 kms).
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V. STNTNEIHTST}TC OF T}IE TRAFFIC SEPAMTION SCFIEIUIE SURVEI
11. Following the numerous catastrophes involvi.ng oil 'tankers in t'he
Channel, it was decidecl to establish a traffic separation scheme in this
area wittr an upldard and dol^rnward lane, separated hy a lane in which the
vessels were not permitted to sail-
12. FolLowing Lhe 'Tanio' disaster the French Goverrun.ent is considering
altering the lanes and moving the nea,'est lane out to 24 miles, whereas
Lhis is current.Iy 5 miles for small vessels. Hsl.rever, this must be
ne gotiated interrrationa i-lY.
13" The Freneh GovernmenE is also considering strengthening the traffic
separatioir scheme surveilLance resources" Over the next 5 years, l-1
surireillance ves6els will be built and put into operation by the navy"
1'heslr 11 vesseis vrill compriee:
- "1 3OO L veesels of a new type (49 metros - 19 knots)
- 
/i 900 'E Patrol boats
- 2 1BOO t sloops capable of receiving helicopters
- 
I trawler of 1500 - 2000 t.
In ad<lition there is one merchant navy vessel to be equipped by the navy.
The Ushant radar station will also be strengthened-
o
oo
Final-ly 
" 
on 23 t{ay 1981 France creatod a Ministry of the sea with
responsibiiity for fisheries, gea transport, ports and the exploitation
of marine reaourcesl.
lsee Jo,-rrnal Officiel de la R6publique Frangaise (Edition tois et
d6crets), No. l-33 of 6 June 1981, p" 1701.
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IRELAND
The Ministry of Defence, to which Lhe NavaL Service is attactred,
is responsible, in cooperation with the Ministry of Fisheries, for
surveillance operations in lrelandrs maritime waters'
Ireland uses five surveillance vessels and two maritime reconnaissance
aircraft for the surveillance of its 200-mile maritlme zone.
Two of these vessels and the two alrcraft (Beechcraft King Air)
have benefited from Community financial aid.
Between now and 1982 lrelandl should possess:
5 coastguard vessels
2 helicopters
5 aircraft.
1 S." Answer to Written Question No. l'O33/78,
OJ No. C I01 of 23.4.1979, P.17
Name of vessels Length(metres )
Tonnage Speed(knots )
Commissioned
Ener
Le Adife
PV4
PV 5 + helicopter
PV 6 + helicoPter
55.2
65.2
65.2
74
74
r000
1000
1000
150 0
r500
18
18
I8
t9-20
L9-20
January 1978
July 1978
January 1978
19 81
L982
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ITALY
within the 12-mile lega1 limit, maritime surveillance operations are
carried ou't primarily by the Merchant. Navy Administration through its local
agencies, the Harbour Boards. Other administrative bodies (Customs and
Excise, the Carabinieri) assist in these operations insofar as they are con-
sistent, with their own or'ficial duties"
The Harbour Boards have at their disposaL a range of suiLable ocean-
going and coastal vessels, capable of different speeds. A list of these is
a tta ched 
"
Customs and Excise and the Carabinieri have their ovrn vessels and
helicopters and provide assistance when carrying out their cmrn official
pa trol s.
The Ministry responsible consLders tho exieting facilities and personnel
to be inadequately organized and has aecordingly drafted a bill on the defence
of the sea. rrr it, provision is made for the establishment of a coastquard,
service and for the surveillance of maritime and economic activities,
including fishing, in waters under national jurisdiction.
It is proposed that these aetivities should be carried out, in colla-
boration with the Ministry of Defence.
Italy already cooperates with France, Yugoslavia and Greece in exchanging
inforrnation on sea transporL" As regards the protection of the Mediterranean
from pollutlon by hydrocarbons and other noxious substances, Italy has con-
cluded bilateral agreements with Yugoslavia (under the Osimo Agreement) and
France for joint. surveillance operations and mutual assistance in the Adriatic
and the northe::n part of the Tyrrhenian Sea respectively.
yEE!=E=Ll=19=gE=pIEggg4=L=gE=ry=g$gg!E=pg35D__g
Ocean-going patrol boats (class 300)Barneit patrol boats, coastguard t,ugq (class 300)Fast patrol boats (elass 2OO)
Coas'E.a'l pa-i=o1 boats (class 200)Coastal pai=ol boats (class 1000)
Coastal patrol boats (class 2000)
Coastal patrol boats (c1ass 2000)
Smal-ler crafi: (c1ass 500)
Smaller craft (cIass 500)
SmalLer craft (cIass LO0)
Smaller craft (class 400)
Smaller crar't (cIass 400)
Smaller craft (class 5000)
SmaIIer craft (class 5000)
t-*.-to o. withdrawn in I 
- 
3 years;
**to b. withdrawn in I 
- 
2 years (ae they reach the statutory seven-yoar limit).
IN SERV]CE
3
10
25
gx
6
43
27
3
2
5
9
2t{r(
30
22
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TYPE
TOTAL I95
NETHERLANDS
1 - Maritime inspection is carried out by Royal Navy personner in their
capaci-ty as honorary General Inspectorate official-s under the Ministry ofAgriculture and Fisheries, and is hence the responsibility of the latter.
2- Maritime surveillance operations are carried out by the Royal Navy
and - on occasion - by the maritime police.
3' For the purPose of maritime lnspection the navy uses three rRoofdierr(Predator-class) frigates and two patrol vessels- These vessel-s carry outfi-sheries inspection as a secondary assignment, and it is not possible
to give precise indications as to their availability.
On occasion the Navy also uses helicopters.
The maritime police, using four vessels, carries out surveillance within adelimlted zone extending three nautical miles out to sea. rn addition tofisheries inspection, these vessels carry out other surveillance operations.
4. At Present flsheries surveillance ls largely effected in the ports,
whefe it is also possible to ascertain mesh sizes and minimum fish sizes.
As a rule compliance with quota provisions can also be checked when catches
are landed. Vesse]s currently available for fisheries inspection fulfiI
a vital but supplementary task i-n this respect. As Community rules placej-ncreasing emphasis on marj-time surveillance more patrol vessel-s will be
required for fisheries inspection.
5. The Conununity regularly deliberates on
industry, and in additlon the Member States
informatlon on declared catch sizes.
rules governing the fishing
concerned regularly exchange
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UNITED K]NGDOM
In the United Kingdom fisheries protection is the responsibility
of the Ministry of Defence (Roya1 Navy, Roya1 Air Force) and the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scot1and.
The Royal NaW uses:
- five surface vessels for deep-sea surveillance operations and for
the protection of oil rigs,
- eight to ten minesweepers for surveillance operatlons 1n coastal
waters
The Department of Agriculture and Fj-sheries for Scotland uses:
- two vessels for deep-sea surveillance operatJ-ons,
- two vessels for surveillance operations in coastal waters.
Of a total of 18 to 20 vessels, 9 are permanently at sea. fn 1979,
1r808 vessels were boarded and action was subsequently taken against
77 (18 foretgn vessels and 59 British vessels).
The Royal Air Force uses anti-submarine ai_rcraft of the rNimrodt
type as well as ottrer aircraft, for which no details as to type or
number have been provi.rled.
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ANI\]EX i I I-
B$!g:_SPAN l SH AGREEMENT
1. fn the XIXth century, fishermen in the Bidassoa and the Baie ou Figuier
enjoyed certain prirrileges and ownership of certain plots of land
going back to a periocl before the separation of the Lwo Navarres. But
rncidenLs occurred and it became obvious that only a special agreement
iaying dorvn the rights oi the border populations and the exaci position
of the border woufd enable the problem to be solved.
2. lndeed, the dif f icul'uies were such that several agreements \^rere needed
before a solution could be found. They were:
- the Franco-Spanish Treaty of 2 December 1856 drawing the exact
border from the mouth of the Bidassoa to the point where the Basses-
Pyrenees, Aragon and Navarre meet;
- the Declaration of 30 March 1879 laying down the exact limits of
t'rench and Spanish lurisdrct-ion in the Baie du Eiguier, at the mouth
of the B j-dassoa;
- the Convention of 18 February 1886, amended on 19 January 1888,
4 October L894, 6 April 1908, 2 June 1924' 24 September 1952 and by
a codicil of 31 May 1957, layi-ng down fisheries regulations, the
respective rights of locaI inhrabitants, fishing methods and the
necessary surveillance procedures.
3. The Treaty of 2 December 1856 laid down that navigation on the Bidassoa,
in the frontier zone and down to t,he river mouth in the Bay of Brscay,
completely free for natronals rrf bot-h countries. French or Spanish
nationals living on the banks of the Bidassoa coul-d fish in the river,
the estuary anci the harbour subiect to rules drawn up jointly by the
delegates of the murricipalities on both banks. Any boat sailing or
frshing in thesc zones remarned under the jurisdiction of the country
to which it belonged.
4. The Declaration of 30 March 1879 frxed the respective l-imits of the
jurisdiction of the Lwo staLes rn the Baie du Figuier. The bay was
divided into three separate zones, the first under French jurisdictron,
the second under Spanish jurisdiction and the third under joint juris-
diction.
5. On the basis of these principles, the Convention of 18 February 1886
laid down the provisrons relatrng to fishing rights in the river and
its estuary, and ru,Les for fishing acLivities, and specified policing
procedures and measures for dealing with infringements.
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6. Thus, fishing rights in this zone belong to the inhabitants of fi-ve
communes: Irun and Fontarafie (Spain), Biriatou, Urriugne and Hendaye
(Erance) and are governed by the Convention-
However, infringements of the provisions of the Convention committed
by local fishermen, whatever their nationality, are handled without
distinction by the French or Spanish authorities responsible for
surveillance. These authorities can seize ilIegal vessels and catches
regardless of the nationality of the fisherman.
Only two courts are compeLent to judge infringements - that of Bayonne
for I'rench nationals, and that of San Sebastran for Spanish nationals,
when the infringements are committed j-n the joint zone. On the other
hand, when the infringement is committed in a zone under Lhe sovereignty
of one of these two countries (reserved zone), each of the courts iras
the right to iudge nationals from the other country.
FinalIy, courts are not free to apply the penalties laid down in
national law, but only those provided for in Articles 17 to 25 of the
Convention.
7. Thus, we see that the XIXth cenlury innovations were:
(a) it set up genuine 'commott watersr,
(b) it nrade it pr.;ssibLe for infrinqt-rnents lo be dealt- wit.h iointly,
cven in waters; eomin,l uttde'r tlte soveteriql)ty rrf ;)nolhcr statt-,
(c) it introduced.r collrmon sysl-etn ol IjeIl.rll-it-'s.rnd fincs.
Despite the existence of a 'Community fishing zone', the Community
is sti1l far from having achj,eved what France and Spain achieved in
the XIXth century, at a time when they were not even linked by
rnachinery for political ano economic integration.
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